
SPARQ S4
Sparkling or still?

The luxury of choice at home

Sparkling, Chilled and Still Water System



Perfection

Commitment

Established

Customer Service

With almost 30 years 
in the water filtration 
industry, Puretec 
remains a family 
owned, family run 
company with an 
unrivalled reputation 
for quality, innovation 
and reliability.

We know uncompromised quality and 
consistency along with innovation and 
technology is of utmost importance with 
water filtration – that’s how we’ve ensured 
Puretec water is consistent and exact. 
At Puretec, perfection is only just good 
enough.

Our philosophy of genuine commitment 
to quality, value and customer service 
ensures that your Puretec experience will 
be enjoyable and world class. Puretec 
manufacturers to impeccable standards 
and we back this is up with warranties 
that are the benchmark in the industry.

Puretec has been manufacturing and 
designing water filtration products since 
the 1980’s and every year we invest in 
ongoing research and development. Our 
far reaching experience has ensured that 
the Puretec product range is broad and 
leads the market.

The Puretec team is passionate about 
perfecting water. Call us with questions, 
as we are here to help. Solutions are never 
far away. 

We trust you find your Puretec experience, 
enjoyable and satisfying.
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Treat your guests to the choice of filtered and chilled sparkling or still 
water and bring a little luxury into the heart of your home. 

The luxury of choice at home

Puretec’s premium grade filtration means that you can enjoy chilled, 
beautiful tasting water, free from odours and chemicals.

Filtered and chilled

The SPARQ S4 is surprisingly cost effective, which means it’s a luxury 
you can afford. 

Affordable luxury

The SPARQ S4 gives 
you the luxury of 

filtered sparkling or 
still water, ambient 

or chilled, right in the 
heart of your home. 
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A simple touch on the  
stylish LED panel will give you 

filtered water, sparkling or still, 
ambient or chilled to perfection.
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Increase your water intake

With sparkling water available on demand, 
you can spice up your daily water drinking 
habits. No more sugary soft drinks, just fresh 
clean water that you can drink all day with the 

SPARQ S4.

Fresh and clean drinking water

The SPARQ S4 delivers clean, clear, beautiful 
tasting water, straight from the tap. You’ll 
no longer have to put up with the smell and 
lingering bad taste left by the chemicals and 

additives in normal tap water. 

Save money, reduce waste
Reduce the number of plastic water bottles 
you throw away. With the SPARQ S4, you can 
fill up your own reusable bottle with fresh, 

filtered sparkling or still water, anytime. 

The SPARQ S4 gives you the 
convenience of fresh, clean, 

healthy drinking water every day.
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Ambient

At times you may prefer your drinking water to 
be at room temperature. With a touch of the 
button the Sparq S4 system instantly delivers 
beautiful ambient purified water.

MultiStage Filtration System

Using the latest Silver Plus carbon briquette 
technology, the filtration system will purify the 
water in a multi-stage process. Puretec’s long 
life filters usually only require changing once 
every 6 to 12 months. The quick-twist cartridge 
can be easily replaced. It’s just like changing a 
light bulb. 

Puretec’s carbon filtration technology, the 
system will reduce the levels of chlorine, 
pesticides, odours, rust, dirt sediment, algae 
and chemicals in your drinking water. It also 
removes 99% of Cryptosporidium and Giardia 
cysts, which are known to cause nasty intestinal 
illnesses. 

Carbonation System

Once the water has been purified, it can be 
delivered either sparkling or still. If sparkling 
water is selected, the system injects CO2 gas 
into the water stream as it is dispensed. This 
gives you chilled, fresh water with just the 
right amount of sparkle. The CO2 canister is 
easy to replace, and usually lasts between 
nine and 12 months, depending on individual 
use.

Chilling the water

The SPARQ S4 includes a built in cooling 
system that chills the water for a refreshingly 
cold drink. You can choose between ambient 
or chilled when dispensing still water. The 
sparkling water is delivered chilled only.

The heart of Puretec’s SPARQ S4
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The SPARQ S4 is easy to use and easy to 
maintain

Sleek lines, elegant styling and a smart LED 
touch pad, makes the SPARQ S4 the perfect 
finishing touch to your kitchen or entertaining 
area.

The SPARQ S4 features a smart LED touch pad 
that makes it easy to use and maintain the 
system. 

Sleek and contemporary Smart LED Touch Pad 

The SPARQ S4 can be installed wherever there is 
mains water access, and the sleek filtration unit 
is designed to fit under most kitchen benches. 
The initial set up requires a visit by a qualified 
plumber, who should have the unit installed and 
ready to use in less than 90 minutes.

With Puretec’s latest technology, your filter will 
usually last between six and 12 months. When 
it is time to replace it, the quick-twist system 
makes it easy to do yourself. 

Quick InstallationLonger filter life

The compact and stylish under sink system 
has been designed to fit beneath most kitchen 
benches, saving you precious bench space.

Compact under sink system

When the tap is active, the LED ring around the 
tap will be blue. Touch it once and it changes 
to green and is ready to dispense. The LED 
touch pad will also alert you if the system has 
detected a fault. It will flash the LED lights and 
sounding an audible alarm from the under sink 
unit.

Alerts & safety
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Technical Information

Certified Product
WaterMark Approved

FRONT VIEW SIDE VIEW

SPARQ S4 Product Specification

MODEL SPARQ S4

Filtration 1 Micron MultiStage using Silver Plus technology

Cold Temperature 4°C to 10°C.

Capacity 20 Litres per hour

Maximum Power Consumption Direct chill system 100W

Warranty 1 Year^

Weight 18 kg

^1 Year Platinum Protection applies to Puretec Systems when used in conjunction with a Puretec filter cartridge. Warranty is 1 Year parts and labour 
where applicable subject to approval. 

Installation Requirements

Water Connection 1/2”

Power requirements Standard 10amp power outlet (earth leakage protected)

Max. recommended inlet pressure 500 kPa

Required hole for the tap 33-35mm (max)

Ideal undersink dimension (w x d x h) 750 x 660 x 520mm
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Bring the luxury of 
choice home today

Find the SPARQ S4 in leading retail  
and trade stores. For more info, visit our 

website puretecgroup.com
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AUSTRALIA
Customer Service: 1300 140 140
Email: sales@puretec.com.au
Web: www.puretec.com.au

NEW ZEALAND
Customer Service: 0800 130 140
Email: sales@puretec.co.nz
Web: www.puretec.co.nz

9 341362 014733


